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In The Name of Allah Most Gracious Merciful
Iraq Republic
Tameem Governorate
(Secret Correspondence)
NO: 42/14787
Date: 20/12/1997

Secret and personal

TO/ Tameem Governorate/ Security Committee
Subject/ Suggestions
We attach a copy of North committee/ the secretarial letter NO. 2201 in
10/12/1997 in 10/11/1997 that contains an answer upon the mentioned items in
our letter NO. 13325 in 15/11/1997 that its copy attached.
Mr. Governor ascribed to inform the committee members about this
With regards

Fauzi Ali Faiad
Tameem Governor/ assistant
18/12/1997
copy to:

-

population office/ with two copies of the above letters – to do what required to
implement what mentioned accurately.
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In The Name of Allah Most Gracious Merciful
Iraq Republic
Tameem Governorate
(Secret Correspondences)
NO: 42/13325
Date: 15/11/1997

Secret and personal
TO/ North Committee/ The secretarial
Subject/ suggestions
A Committee was formed in Governorate Bureau to study the real situation and the
sufferings of the benefits who transferred their nationalities from country Governorates
to our Governorate. The committee had concluded the follows:
1. Substitute benefits names for they had a psychology influence upon them by a
delegation names.
2. To possess delegated married sons structures in case if they were provided but if
they were not then, it is better to own free residency lands..
3. To rent the industrial lands and government shops for about ten years and without
any bidding for the delegations
4. Except the delegations and their sons from the decrees and taxes, which may place
upon them when building the estates or buying them in Governorate.
5. Increase the grant that was specialized for the delegations according to revolution
command council decision NO42 in 1986 from ten thousand dinar to four million
dinar for every new comer person to enable him to build his house in present
time…
6. Present the new comer persons who are specialized by structures two million dinar
for everyone of them for the purpose of fulfilling the structure construction and
living in…
7. Inform Financial Ministry to order agricultural bank to lend the farmers who live in
the forbidden places and those who kept their promise for great number of them
had no ability to plant the land especially, in the first year..
8. For the purpose of securing farmers settlement in the forbidden regions, we suggest
to possess them the specialized lands for every farmer and digging an artesian well
in every farmer land..
9. To increase the grant that was specialized for every farmer from one hundred dinar
to two million dinar for the purpose of building a residency for themselves and
their families for the hundred thousand dinar does not help them to fulfill the
building especially, at the present conditions…
10.The banished persons are not permitted to have free choice except to be expulsed to
the southern or middle Governorates only…
To see please and your ascribing...
With regards

General
Aiad Fatih Khalifa
Tameem Governor
13/11/1997
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In The Name of Allah Most Gracious Merciful
Iraq Republic
Republic Presidency
Revolution Command Council Member
Vice – President
Taha Yassin Rammadan
North Committee
(The Secretarial)
NO:20/2201
Date:10/12/1997

Secret and personal
Tamem Governorate- Governor Office
Subject/ Suggestions
Your secret and personal secret correspondence NO. 13325 in 15/11/1997..
1. Vice – president ( chief north committee) agreed upon the mentioned
suggestions in two items (1,2) of your above letter.
2. His excellency did not agree upon the mentioned items (3,4,5,6,9,10) of your
above letter.
3. While about the item that mentioned in (8) of your above letter.. His
excellency instructed the below mentioned (see below)...
(As we instructed that the agricultural lands in the forbidden lands after
fulfilling the residency and all the requirement in six months. Names were
submitted with land numbers that he contracted upon with residency
confirmation to accomplish the possession.. while for digging the artesian well
in every land of the farmers. This cannot be done but to be studied by the
Governor and the related administrations, the subject of water supplying and if
after settling to dig wells on the focus of water kind. We must bear most of the
cost and the other part of the cost must be paid by the farmer himself if the state
shares was reasonable, but the important thing is to consider water subject and
well cost.
4. (7) item concerns of the suggestions… hoping to notice our letter NO.
21/2198 in 9/12/1997 about this issue..
to see please. And to do what required
With regards
General
Tareq Ziada Salih
North Committee Secretary
9/12/1997
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